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Abstract— In this paper, we have constructed partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designs with two and three associate 
classes by establishing a link between PBIB designs and graphs through the chosen lines and number of triangles. We have considered 
six configurations for this purpose and constructed four two associate class PBIB designs and two three class PBIB designs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The concept of constructing and establishing relationship between partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) designs and 
graphs is not new in the literature. Walikar et.al [1,3] have established a relationship between minimum dominating and 
maximum independent sets of a graph with the blocks of PBIB designs. Alwardi and Soner [5] have obtained a relation between 
the dominating sets of strongly regular graphs and PBIB designs. Kumar et.al [6] have studied the relationship between 
minimum perfect dominating sets of Clebesch graph with PBIB designs. Kumar and Soner [4] have constructed designs 
associated with maximum independent sets of cubic graphs. Sharada and Soner [2] introduced PBIB arising from minimum 
efficient dominating sets of a graph. Recently Shrikol et.al [7] have made exhaustive study and established the relation between 
total minimum dominating sets with PBIB designs. Throughout this paper, G= (V, E) is a graph with vertex set V and edge set 
E, stands for a finite connected undirected graph, two vertices are adjacent if there is an edge between them otherwise non-
adjacent. Here, we have shown that geometrical configuration of graphs consisting of certain suitably chosen lines and triangles. 
 

II.  DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

 
 Definition 2.1:  Given v symbols {1, 2, 3, . . . , v} a relation satisfies the following conditions is said to form an association 
scheme with m associate classes. 
(i)  Any two symbols α, β are either Ist, 2nd, . . . ,mth associates for some i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m and this relation of being ith associates 
is symmetric i.e. if the symbol α is ith associate of symbol β, then β is ith associate of α. 
(ii) The number of ith associates of each symbol is ni, the number ni being independent.  
(iii) If  α and β are two symbols which are ith associates , then number of symbols which are jth associates of α and kth associates 
of β is pi

jk , and is independent of the pair of ith associates  α and β. 
 
Definition 2.2: Consider a set of symbols S= {1,2,3,. . .,v} and an association scheme with m classes, we have a  partially 
balanced incomplete block designs (PBIB) if v symbols are arranged in b blocks of size k(<v) such that 
1. Every symbol occurs exactly in r blocks. 
2. Every symbol occurs at most once in a block. 
3. If two symbols α and β are ith associates, then they occur together λi blocks, the number λi being independent of the particular 
pair of the ith associates α and β 
 
The numbers v, b, r, k, λi (i=1,2,3,. . .,m) are called parameters of the first kind, whereas the  numbers ni  and pi

jk  are called 
parameters of the second kind.  
Definition 2.3: A graph is called a PBIB Graph if all possible triangles in G1, G3, G4, G6 forms blocks of PBIB designs with two 
and three association scheme. 
 
Definition 2.4: A graph is called a PBIB Graph if the chosen lines inside the graph G2 and lines between two vertices in G5 
forms blocks of PBIB designs with 2- association scheme. 
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III. CONSTRUCTION OF DESIGNS 

 
Theorem 3.1: The set of all possible triangles in graph G1 shown below forms blocks of PBIB design with two associate class 
association scheme. 
 

 
Proof:  We see that all possible triangle triplets of graph G1 are given by 
 1.  {1, 6, 9}    2. {2, 6, 7}   3. {3, 7, 8}   4. {4,  8, 10}    5.  {5,  9, 10}       
 6. {1, 3,10}   7.  {1, 4, 7}   8. {2, 5, 8}   9. {5,  6,  3}    10. {4,  9,  2}   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
We observe that each of the symbol in the above triangle triplets occurs in exactly r sets. Also, we can verify the conditions 
vr=bk, as v=10, b=10, r=3. k=3. By considering all possible triangle triplets as blocks, a PBIB designs with two associate class 
association scheme can be constructed. This association scheme is defined as under: 
“Consider those blocks which have exactly one treatment in common, namely θ. Treatments which occur with treatment θ are 
first associates and all the remaining treatments are 2nd associates of θ”.  
 
The following table shows the association scheme with two associate classes. 
 
Symbols               1stassociates                    2nd associates 
     
     1.      2,5,8                             3,4,6,7,9,10 
     2.                       1,3,10   4,5,6,7,8,9 
     3.                       2,3,9                             1,5,6,7,8,10 
     4.                       3,5,6                             1,2,7,8,9,10 
     5.                       1,4,5                             2,3,6,8,9,10 
     6.                       4,6,8                             1,2,3,5,7,9 
     7.                       5,9,10                           1,2,3,4,6,8 
     8.                       1,6,9                             2,3,4,5,7,10 
     9.                       3,7,8                             1,2,4,5,6,10 
    10.                       2,6,7                            1,3,4,5,8,9 
 
Thus the graph G1 is a PBIB –graph with the parameters of first kind ( v, b, r, k, λ1 , λ2)  are given by v=10, b=10, r=3, k=3, λ1 
=0,  λ2 =1  and parameters of second kind(n1,n2) are given by n1=3,n2=6 . 
 
Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are 
 
        
                        0         2      1         2 
          P1 =     P2 =   
                        2         4          2         3 
 
  
E1=65.07%, E2=75.92%, E=71.92% 
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Theorem 3.2:  The set of all possible quadruplets in Pentagon graph G2 shown below is a PBIB design with two associate class 
association scheme.  
 
Proof: By taking points of the graph G2 shown below as the treatments, and lines inside the Pentagram as the set of blocks of a 
PBIB design. The blocks of G2 are given by 
 

 
 

1. {1, 6, 8, 3} 2.{1, 4, 7, 10}  3.{2, 6, 7, 5} 4. {2, 8, 9, 4}  5.{3, 9, 10, 5}  
 

We observe that each of the symbol in the above quadruplets occurs in exactly r sets. Also, we can verify the conditions vr=bk, 
as v=10, b=5, r=2, k=4. By considering quadruplets as blocks, a PBIB designs with two associate class association scheme can 
be constructed . This association scheme is defined as under: 
 
 “Consider those blocks which have exactly one treatment in common namely θ. Treatment which occur with θ are first 
associates and all the remaining treatments are 2nd associates of θ”.  
 
The following table explains the association scheme with two associate classes: 
 
 
 Symbols                             1st associate                                2nd associate 
 
1.                                        2,5,9                                            3,4,6,7,8,10 
2.                                       1,3,10                                           4,5,6,7,8,9 
3.                                       2,4,7                                             1,5,6,8,9,10 
4.                                       3,5,6                                             1,2,7,8,9,10 
5.                                       1,4,8                                             2,3,6,7,9,10 
6.                                       4,9,10                                           1,2,3,5,7,8 
7.                                       2,4,6                                             1,4 10,3,5,9 
8.                                       5,7,10                                           1,2,3,4,6,9   
9.                                       1,6,7                                             2,4,8,3,5,10 
10.                             2,6,8                                             1,4,7,3,5,9 
 
The parameters of first kind (v, b, r, k, λ1, λ2) are given by v=10, b=5, r=2, k=4, λ1 =0, λ2 =1 and parameters of second kind (n1, 
n2) are given by n1=3, n2=6.  
 
Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are  
 
 
                     0         2 1         1 
         P1 =                                         P2 =   
                     2         4                                     2         3 
 
 
 
E1=71.42%, E2=83.33%, E=78. 94% 
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Theorem 3.3: The set of all possible triangles in pappus graph G3 forms blocks of PBIB designs with two associate class 
association scheme. 
 
Proof:  By taking points of the graph G3 shown below as the treatments, and blocks of the designs are all possible triangles in a 
pappus graph.  
 

 
 

The blocks of the graph G3 are given by  
 
   1. {1,2,7}   2. {1,8,7}    3.{1,5,3}     4.{1,6,5}    5. {2,7,9}    6.{2,3,9}    7.{3,8,9}    8.{4,7,8}    9.{4,5,7}                                                                                  
  10.{4,8,6} 11.{5,7,9}   12.{6,8,9}  13.{5,6,9}  14.{1,3,8}    15.{2,3,4}  16.{3,4,5}  17.{2,4,6}  18.{1,2,6}  
 
We observe each of the above symbol in the above triangle triplets sets occurs  exactly in r sets. Also, we can verify the 
conditions vr=bk, as v=9, b=18, r=6, k=3. By considering all possible triangles triplets as blocks a PBIB designs with two 
associate class association scheme can be constructed. This association scheme is defined as under: 
 
“A pair of treatments,  say u and v together are either λ1 times or λ2 times. Those occurring together λ1 =0 times are first 
associates and all the remaining treatments λ2=2 are second associates of each other”.  
 
The following table explains the association scheme with two associate classes 
 
 
Symbols                          Ist associates                  2nd associates 
 
1.                                         4,9                                  2,3,5,6,7,8 
2.                                         5,8   1,3,4,6,7,9 
3.                                         6,7                                  1,2,4,5,8,9 
4.                                         1,9                                  2,3,5,6,7,8 
5.                                         2,8                                  1,3,4,6,7,9 
6.                                         3,7                                  1,2,4,5,8,9 
7.                                         3,6                                  1,2,4,5,8,9 
8.                                         2,5                                  1,3,4,6,7,9 
9.                              1,4                                   2,3,5,6,7,8 
 
 
Thus the graph G3 is a PBIB-graph with the parameters of first kind (v, b, r, k, λ1, λ2) are given by V=9, b=18, r=6, k=3, λ1 =0, λ2 
=2 and parameters of second kind (n1, n2) are given by n1=2, n2=6. 
 
Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are  
 
      
                     1         0                                                0          2  
  P1 =         P2 =    
                     0         6                                                2          3 
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E1=66.67%, E2=75%, E=72. 92% 
 
 
Theorem 3.4: The set of all possible triangles in Hexagon graph G4 shown below forms blocks of PBIB designs with two 
associate class association scheme. 
 
Proof: By taking points of the graph G4 shown below as the treatments and blocks are all possible triangles in a Hexagon graph. 
We see that all possible triangles of the graph G5 are given by 
        
1.{1,3,5} 2.{1,6,5} 3.{2,4,6}  4.{2,3,4}                                                              
           

   
We observe that each of the symbol in the above triangle triplets occurs in exactly r sets. Also, we can verify the conditions 
vr=bk, as v=6, b=4, r=2, k=3. By considering all possible triangles triplets as blocks, a PBIB designs with two associate class 
association scheme can be constructed. This association scheme can be defined as under: 
 
 “Consider two sets, say P and Q not having any symbol common between them.  Also consider two sets, say R and S not 
having any symbol common between them. Then symbols common between either P with R and S or Q with R and S are first 
associate of each other and all the remaining treatments are 2nd associates of each other”. 
 
The following table explains the association scheme with two associate classes: 
 
Symbols                        Ist associates                  2nd associates 
 
1.                                         2,4,6                                 3,5 
2.                                         1,3,5                                 4,6 
3.                                         2,4,6                                 1,5 
4.                                         1,3,5                                 2,6 
5.                                         2,4,6                                 1,3 
6.                                         1,3,5                                 2,4 
 
The parameters of first kind (v, b, r, k, λ1, λ2) are given by v=6, b=4, r=2, k=3, λ1 =0, λ2 =1 and parameters of second kind (n1, n2) 
are given by n1=3, n2=2. 
 Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are  
 
                      0         2    3         0  
          P1 =     P2 =  
                      2         0         0         1 
 
 
 
E1=55.55%, E2=83.33%, E=64.10% 
 
 
Theorem 3.5: The set of all quadruplets in a Petersen graph G5 is a PBIB design with three associate class association scheme. 
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Proof: By taking Points of the graph G5 shown below as the treatments and the lines inside the Petersen Graph as the set of 
blocks of a PBIB design. The blocks of the graph G5 are given by 
 

 
1. (1,10,8,3)  2.(1,10,7,4)  3.(2,9,6,5)  4.(2,9,7,4)  5.(3,8,6,5) 
 
We observe that each of the symbol in the above quadruplets occurs in exactly r sets. Also, we can verify the conditions vr=bk, 
as v=10, b=5, r=2, k=4.  By considering quadruplets as blocks, a PBIB designs with three associate class association scheme 
can be constructed. This association scheme is defined as under: 
 
“ A pair of treatments say u and v together occur either λ1 times or λ2 or λ3 times .Those occurring together λ1=0 times are first 
associates. Those occurring together λ2 = 1 times are first associates and all the remaining treatments are third associates of each 
other”. 
 
 The following table explains the association scheme with three associate classes: 
 
Symbols                        Ist associates                  2nd associates                  3rd associates 
 
1.                                     2,5,6,9                              3,4,7,8                                   10 
2                                      1,3,8,10                            4,5,6,7                                    9 
3.                                     2,4,7,9                              1,5,6,10                                  8 
4.                                     3,5,6,8                              1,2,9,10                                  7 
5.                                     1,4,7,10                            2,3,8,9,                            6  
6.                                     1,4,7,10                            2,3,8,9,                                   5 
7.                                     3,5,6,8                              1,2,9,10                                  4 
8.                                     2,4,7,9                              1,5,6,10                                  3 
9.                                     1,3,8,10                            4,5,6,7                                    2 
10.             2,5,6,9                              3,4,7,8               1 
           
 
Thus the graph G6 is a PBIB –graph with the parameters of first kind (v, b, r, k, λ1, λ2, λ3)  are given by v=10, b=5, r=2, k=4, λ1 
=0, λ2 =1, λ3 =2  and parameters of second kind(n1,n2, n3) are given by n1=4, n2=4, n3=1. 
 
 
Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are 
 
 
                    0    0    0                           0     0    1              0    1     0 
          P1 =   0     0   2                 P2 =    0     1    0              P3 =   1     0    1  
                    0    2    0                           1     0    1                         0    1     0  
 
 
     E1=62.06%, E2=78.26%, E3=1,  E=71. 68% 
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Theorem 3.6:  The graph G6 shown below is a PBIB design with three associate class association scheme.  
 
Proof: By taking points of the graph G6 shown below as the treatments and blocks are all possible triangles in the graph G6. The 
blocks of the graph G6 are given by  
 
1.{1,2,6}  2.{1,6,4}  3.{3,4,6} 4.{1,2,5}  5.{2,5,3} 6.{3,5,4} 
 
 

 
 
 
We observe that each of the above triangle triplets occurs in exactly r sets. Also, we can verify the conditions vr=bk, as v=6, 
b=6, r=3, k=3. By considering all possible triangle triplets as blocks, a PBIB designs with three associate class association 
scheme can be constructed. This association scheme can be defined as under: 
 
“A pair of treatments says u and v together occur either λ1 times or λ2 or λ3 times. Those occurring together λ1 times are first 
associates. Those occurring together λ2 times are first associates and all the remaining treatments are third associates of each 
other”. 
 
 The following table explains the association scheme with two associate classes: 
 
 
Symbols                        Ist associates                  2nd associates           3rd associates 
 
1.                                          3                                     4,5                                2,6 
2                                           4                                     3,6                                1,5 
3.                                          1                                     2,6                                4,5 
4.                                          2                                     1,5                                3,6 
5.                                          6                                     1,4                                2,3 
6.                                          5                                     2,3                                1,4 
 
 
Thus the graph G6 is a PBIB-graph with the parameters of first kind (v, b, r, k, λ1, λ2, λ3) are given by v=6, b=6, r=3, k=3, λ1 =0, 
λ2 =1, λ3 =2 and parameters of second kind (n1, n2, n3) are given by n1=1, n2=2, n3=2. 
 
  
Also the P-matrices of the association scheme are  
 
 
                    0    0    0                  0     0     1            0    1    0 
          P1 =   0     0   2       P2 =     0     1    0         P3 =   1     0   1 
                    0    2    0                  1     0    1                   0    1    0 
 
                
   E1=63.33%, E2=68.77%, E3=81.40%, E=72. 00% 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
 In this paper, we consider six configurations through chosen lines and triangles of graphs, as a result we 
get new PBIB designs with two and three associate class PBIB designs. Efficiencies of the new designs are 
also computed for the purpose of comparison. Some designs are new with parameters given in theorem II, 
and some newly constructed designs with parameters given in theorem I are more efficient, as compared to 
the existing designs with same parameters as listed in the tables of Clatworthy [1971]. 
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